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A Constructive Approach to the Critical Problem for Matroids
F. JAEGER
Let M be a loopless matroid on a finite non-empty set I which is representable over a finite
field F. Let A be a representation of Mover F, i.e. A is a family (A i, i E I) indexed by I of vectors
of F" (for some n ;;.1) such that J s;;I is an independent set of M iff (A i, i E J) is a linearly
independent family of vectors oiF", The critical number of A, c(A), is the smallest integer k ;;.1
such that there exist k linear functionals h:F" ..... F(j E {I, ... , k}) with the following property:
ViE I, 3j E {I, ... , k} such that fj(A i ) r' O. It is known that all representations of Mover F have
the same critical number: by definition this number is the critical number ofMover F and is denoted
by cp(M). The critical problem (determine cp(M) for a given finite field F and for a given class of
matroids M representable over F) contains as special cases some of the most fascinating problems
in graph theory.
We present here, for any k » 2 and finite field F, a simple constructive characterization of
matroids M representable over F with cp(M);;' k. Our result is quite similar to the Theorem of
Hajos which gives a constructive characterization of simple graphs with chromatic number at least
q(Vq;;.3).
1. INTRODUCTION
1. DEFINITIONS
1.1. Let P be a finite field and n, m be two positive integers. r: is the vector space
over P of the n -tuples of elements of P.
An (n x m )-matrix over P is a family A = (A i, i E 1) of m vectors of p n (III = m); the
vectors Ai (i E I) will be called the columns ofA.
1.2. A will be said to be projective whenever:
(i) Vi E I, Ai ~ 0;
(ii) Vi, j E I with i ~ j, A i and Ai are not collinear.
In this case A will be called for short an (n x m)-P-matrix over P.
Two (nxm)-P-matrices Al=(AL iEI1) and Az=(A~, iElz) will be said to be
P-isomorphic if there exists a bijective mapping a :11 -+ I z such that, ViE It. A ~ and A~(i)
are collinear.
REMARK. The denomination "projective" comes from the fact that a P-isomorphism
class of (n x m)-P-matrices over P can be identified with a subset of the projective
geometry of dimension n - lover P.
1.3. Call a subset J of I independent whenever the corresponding family (Ai, j E J) of
columns of A is linearly independent; the independent subsets of I form a matroid on I
which will be denoted by M(A). A is a representation of M(A) over P. A matroid will be
said to be representable over P whenever it has a representation over P.
Other definitions and properties of matroids will be found in [11].
REMARK. If A is a representation of a matroid Mover P, A is projective iff M is
simple, i.e. has no loops or parallel elements.
2. The CRITICAL NUMBER
2.1. For x = (Xl> ••• , xn)and Y= (Yl> ... , Yn) inpn we shall denote by x . y the element
L7~1 XiYi of P.1f V is a subspace of tr, the set Vl- ={y E r:/Vv E V, V • Y= O} is a subspace
of F" which is called the orthogonal of V; it is well known that (Vl-)l- = V and that
dim Vl-=n-dim V.
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For every subset X of F", (X) denotes the subspace of F" generated by X.
2.2. Let A = (A i, i E J) be an (n x m )-matrix over P with no zero column. A set
{/l, ... ,fd of linear functionals Ii:pn-..,p is said to distinguish A whenever, ViEJ,
3j E {I, ... , k} such that fj (A i) ¥- O. Similarly, a set {Yl> ... , Yk}of vectors of r: is said to
distinguish A whenever, Vi E J, 3j E {I, ... , k} such that Yj . Ai¥- O. The critical number of
A, c(A), is the smallest integer k ~ 1 such that there exists a set of k linear functionals,
or equivalently of k vectors of r: which distinguishes A. Note that Y ={yl> ... , yd ~ F"
distinguishes A if and only if no column of A is in '(y)l-. Hence if we denote by s(A) the
maximum dimension of a subspace of r: which contains no column of A, we have the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION 1. For every (n x m)-matrix A over P, c(A) = n -s(A).
2.3. It is shown in [4] (see also [11, Section 15.5]) that if A and A' are two
representations over P of the same loopless matroid M (A and A' have no zero column
in this case), then c(A) = c(A'). This allows us to define the critical number over P of a
loopless matroid M representable over P as the critical number of any of its representations
over P; this number will be denoted by cp(M).
2.4. Let A = (A i, i E I) be an (n x m )-matrix over P with no zero column. A
simplification of A is a P-matrix over P of the form A'= (A', i EJ) for some J ~J with
the following property: Vi E J, 3j E J such that Ai and Ai are collinear. Note that any two
simplifications of A are P-isomorphic.
It is clear that c(A') = c(A) whenever A' is a simplification of A. This is why we shall
restrict our study of the critical number to P-matrices, and hence to simple matroids.
3. SOME SPECIAL CASES
3.1. Let G be a directed simple graph with IV(G)j = n ~ 1 and IE(G)I = m ~ 1 (for
definitions on graphs see [1]); let V(G) ={Vl> ... , vn } . Ve E E(G) let A e = (Xl> ... , xn ) be
defined by Xi = -1 if Vi is the initial end vertex of e; Xi = +1 if Vi is the terminal end vertex
of e and Xi = 0 otherwise. For any finite field P we shall interpret 0, 1, -1 as an element
of P in the obvious way; then A = (A e, e E E(G» is an (n x m )-P-matrix over P. It is
known that A is a representation over P of the cycle matroid M(G) of the graph G (see
[11, Section 9.5]).
A will be called an incidence matrix of Gover P.
REMARK. When P has characteristic 2, the orientation of G becomes irrelevant and
we may define incidence matrices of simple (undirected) graphs over P.
It is clear that cp(M(G» = c(A) is the smallest integer k ~ 1 such that there exists k
mappings IIj from V(G) to P (j E {I, ,k}) with the following property: Ve E E(G) with
end vertices v, v', there exists j E {I, , k} with IIj(v) ¥- IIj(v'). In other words, c(A) is
the smallest integer k > 1 such that the vertices of G can be well colored using the
elements of p k as colors. Let X(G) be the chromatic number of G. It follows that
X(G) "f; Ipl k iff cp(M(G» "f; k(Vk ~ 1).
This algebraic approach to the coloring of graphs appears (at least for special cases) in
[4,8,9,11, section 15.5]; it leads for instance to the following formulation of the
Four-Color Problem (now a Theorem):
Por every loopless planar graph G, cGp(2)(M(G» "f; 2.
3.2. Other applications of the concept of critical number exist in the study of
nowhere-zero flows in graphs ([6, 7]) and in coding theory ([11, Section 15.6]).
4. THE THEOREM OF HAJOS
Hajos' Theorem ([5,1, Ch. 15, Th. 9) states that any simple graph G with X(G) ~
q(q ~3) contains a subgraph which can be obtained from the complete simple graph on
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q vertices by repeated application of two simple operations: identification of non-adjacent
vertices and what is usually called "Hajos union".
The relation between X(G) and cp(M(G)) (for any finite field P) discussed in Section
1.3.1 has lead us to look for an analogue of Hajos' Theorem for the critical number of
arbitrary matroids representable over a finite field.
To present and prove such a result is the purpose of this paper.
II. A CONSTRUCTION OF MATROIDS M REPRESENTABLE OVER P
WITH Cp(M)~k(k~2)
In this section, P is a given finite field; we shall omit the reference to P whenever it is
possible. We shall obtain a construction of the class of matroids M representable over P
with cp(M) ~ k(k ~ 2) through a constructive characterization of the P-matrices A over
P such that c(A) ~ k.
1. SOME OPERATIONS ON P-MATRICES
1.1. Let A = (A i, i E 1) be an (n x m)-P-matrix. Let J <;; I, IJI = r ~ 1; the restriction of
A to J is the (n x r)-P-matrix A' = (A', i EJ). It is clear that c(A') ,,;;c(A) whenever A' is
a restriction of A.
REMARKS
(i) The matroid M(A') is the restriction of the matroid M(A) to J.
(ii) If G is a directed simple graph and if A is an incidence matrix of G, restrictions of
A correspond to subgraphs of G.
1.2. Let A = (A', i E 1) be an (n x m)-P-matrix and let n ' be a positive integer. Let f
be a linear mapping from tr to p n' such that: Vi E I, f(A i) # O. Let f(A) be the (n ' x
m )-matrix (f(A \ i E I); we shall call the P-image ofA under f any simplification of f(A),
and the P-image of A any P-image of A under some linear mapping f from r: to some
pn' (n ' ~ 1) such that, Vi EI, f(A i ) # O.
Assume that the set {f~, ... ,fU of linear functionals fi :F" I ~P distinguishes the
(n ' x m')-P-matrix A' which is a P-image of A under f; equivalently, {f~, ... , fU
distinguishes f(A). Vj E {1, ... , k} let Ii = fi 0 f; fj is a linearfunctional from F" to P and
clearly {It, : .. ,fd distinguishes A. It follows that c(A') ~ c(A) whenever A' is a P-image
ofA.
REMARK. Let G be a directed simple graph and let A be an incidence matrix of G.
Let G' be a directed simple graph obtained from G by identification of two non-adjacent
vertices and let A' be an incidence matrix of G'; it will easily be seen that A' is a P-image
of A (with the notations of Section 1.3.1, the identification of two vertices, say Vl and
vz, amounts to replacing A e = (Xl, XZ, X3, ... ,xn) by Be = (Xl + XZ, X3, ... ,xn). Clearly
B = (Be, e E E(G)) is of the form f(A) for a linear mapping f: F" ~ tr:', and B has no
zero column iff Vl and Vz are not adjacent; then A' can be obtained by simplification of
B).
1.3. Let Al=(AL iElt) be an (ntxmt)-P-matrix and Az=(A~, iElz) be an
(nz x mz)-P-matrix.
Let it E It and iz E I z; we construct a new P-matrix as follows.
Let Ii = I j -{ij} for j = 1, 2.
We consider a set I with III = m, where m = mt + rna -1, together with two injective
mappings 8j:li~I(j=1,2) such that 8l(IDn8z(I~)=0;we shall denote by io the
unique element of I - (8t(I~) u 8z(I; )).
Let n = nt + nz; we shall represent each vector of tr as a pair (Xl, xz) where Xl E F"!
and XzEpnz (i.e. we consider each n-tuple as a concatenation of an nl-tuple and an
nz-tuple).
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Then to every i E I we associate a vector A i of F" defined by
(i) if i E (it(n ),A' = (A f i'(i)\ 0),
(ii) if i E 82(I~), Ai = (0, A~"2 (i)),
(iii) A io = (A i',A~).
Clearly the (n x m )-matrix A =(A i, i E 1) is a P-matrix; we shall call it the Hajos sum
of Al and A 2 at i, and i2 (A is unique up to P-isomorphism) and denote it by
(AI> il) + (A 2, i2). An Hajos sum ofAl andAs is any P-matrixof the form (AI> il) + (A 2, i2)
for some i I E II and i 2 E 12 •
Consider now k vectors of F" :x' = (xL x~) (j E {1, ... , k}) (k ~ 1). If these k vectors
distinguish A,
ViEI~, 3jE{1, , k}: xi . (AL O)=x{ . A~ ;=0,
Vi E I~ , 3j E {l , , k}: x i . (0, A~) = x~ . A~ ;= 0
and
3j E {1, ... , k} : x' . (A~', A~) =xl . A~' +x~ . A~;= O.
This implies that either{x{/j = 1, ... , k} distinguishes A I or {x~/j = 1, ... k} distinguishes
A 2 •
It follows that c(A) ~ min{c(A I ) , c(A 2)} whenever A is an Hajos sum of Al and A 2.
REMARKS.
(i) If A is an Hajos sum of Al and A 2, M(A) is a series connection of M (A I ) and
M(A 2 ) (the series connection of two matroids is defined by T. H. Brylawski in [2]).
(ii) Let G I and G 2 be two directed simple graphs; for j =1, 2, let ej E E(Gj ) and A j be
an incidence matrix of G; We consider a directed simple graph G which is an Hajos
union of GI and G2 at el and ez together with an appropriate orientation; G is
defined as follows: consider vertex-disjoint copies of G I and G2, delete el and e2,
create a new edge e with the same initial end as el and the same terminal end as
e2, and identify the terminal end of el with the initial end of ez-Let A be an incidence
matrix of G. It is easy to check that A is a P-image of the Hajos sum of Al and A 2
at el and e2 (let G' be the graph obtained from the vertex-disjoint copies of G I and
G2 by deleting el and e2 and creating the new edge e ; the identification of vertices
of G' which yields G can be represented by a P-image operation on an incidence
matrix A' of G'; this operation gives the same result on A' and on the Hajos sum
(AI> el)+(A2, e2))'
1.4. Finally we note that the critical number of P-matrices is invariant under P-
isomorphism.
1.5. Let i:€k (k ~ 1) be the class of P-matrices A such that c(A) ~ k, We may conclude
from 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 that :
PROPOSITION 2. Every P-matrix with a restriction in i:€k is in i:€k. Moreover i:€k is closed
under Psisomorphism. P-image and Hajos sum.
1.6. From our remarks of 11.1.1, 11.1.2, 11.1.3 for the special case of graphs, from
Section 1.3.1 and from Hajos ' Theorem (Section 1.4), we may deduce the following result .
PROPosmON 3. Let A be an incidence matrix of a directed simple graph G and let
k ~ 2. Then A is in i:€k (i.e. X(G) > Iplk-I) iff A has a restriction which can be obtained (up
to P-isomorphism) from incidence matrices ofcomplete directed simple graphs on jplk -I + 1
vertices by repeated application of two operations: taking a Primage and Hajos sum.
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2. COMPLETE P-MATRICES
An (n x m)-P-matrixA = (Ai, i E 1) will be said to be complete whenever, 'rIx e F" -{a},
3 i E I such that x and A i are collinear. Then the set of columns of A can be identified
with the set of points of the projective geometry of dimension n -lover F, and the
associated matroid M(A) is usually denoted by PG(n -1, P).
Clearly any two complete (n x m)-P-matrices areP-isomorphic, m = (Ipln -1)/(lpl-1)
whenever A is a complete (n x m)-P-matrix, and every P-matrix is a restriction of some
complete P-matrix. The following result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.
PROPOSITION 4. Por every complete (n x m)-P-matrix A, c(A) = n.
3. THE MAIN RESULT
Let ggk (k;;:.: 2) be the smallest class of P-matrices which contains all complete (k x
m)-P-matrices and which is closed under P-isomorphism, P-image and Hajos sum; in
other words: ggk is the class of P-matrices which can be obtained (up to P-isomorphism)
from complete (k x m)-P-matrices by repeated application of two operations: taking a
P-image and Hajos sum.
THEOREM 5. Por any k ;;:.: 2, a P-matrix is in C€k iff it has a restriction in ggk.
PROOF. It is clear from Propositions 2 and 4 that any P-matrix with a restriction in
ggk is in C€k ('rI k ;;:.: 2).
To prove the converse implication we fix the two integers k ;;:.: 2 and n ;;:.: 1 and we show
that
(P~), 'rim;;:.: 1, every (n x m)-P-matrix in C€k has a restriction in ggk.
If (P~) is false, since m «:(Ipln -1)/(lpl-1) for every (n x m)-P-matrix, there exists an
(n x m )-P-matrix A = (A i, i E I) in C€k with no restriction in ggk which has a maximum
number of columns m = III for this property. We now proceed to deduce a contradiction
from the definition of A.
(a) Let W be the set of vectors of F" which are not of the form aA i for some a E P - {a}
and i E 1. We first show that:
LEMMA. W is a vector subspace of F",
Clearly °E Wand W E W, A E P ~ AWE W. It remains to show that the sum of any two
elements of W is in W.
If not, let Wi E W, W2 E W be such that Wi + W2 e w. Note that we must have Wi ,c 0,
W2,c 0, Wi + W2,c 0.
Let I' be a set of cardinality 111+1 which contains 1. Let io be the unique element of
I' - 1. For j = 1, 2 let A j = (A:, i E 1') be the (n x (m + l))-matrix defined by A: = A' for
i E I, and A:o = Wj' Since Wj E W -{a}, A j is a P-matrix. A j is in C€k since its restriction A
to I is in C€k (Proposition 2). It follows from the definition of A that A j has a restriction
in ggk. Hence, 31; 5; I' such that A; = (A:, i E I; ) is in ggk. Clearly ioE I; since A has no
restriction in ggk.
Consider now the Hajos sum A' = (AL io)+(A~, io) of A~ and A~ at io and io. Since ggk
is closed under Hajos sum, A' is in ggk.
Let [ be the linear mapping from p2n to tr defined by
'rI(y, z) EP2n(y «r: Z e F"): [(y, z ) = y + z,
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It is easy to see that the image of a column of A' under f takes one of the following forms:
(i) A ~ for some i E I~ - {io} ~ I' - {i o}= I; then A ~ =Ai.
(ii) A~ for some i E I; -{io}~ I' -{io} = I; then A~ = Ai.
(iii) WI + Wz.
These vectors are different from zero. Any P-image A" of A' under f is in ~k> since ~k
is closed under P-image.
But the hypothesis WI + wze W implies that A" is P-isomorphic to some restriction of
A. This contradiction completes the proof of the Lemma.
(b) It follows from Proposition 1 that dim W";;;n -c(A). Hence dim W";;;n -k since
A E C€k.
Let, then, V be a k-dimensional subspace of P" such that V n W = {O}; Vv E V -{O}
there exists one (and exactly one) element i(v) of I such that v and Ai(v) are collinear.
Let J ={i(v )'/v E V -{On and let B be the restriction of A to J: B = (A i, i E J).
Let C = (C l, IE L) be any complete (k x ILI)-P-matrix. Let g be any injective linear
mapping from p k to F", the image of which is V. Since C consists of exactly one non-zero
column in each one-dimensional subspace of r'; g(C) consists of exactly one non-zero
column in each one-dimensional subspace of V. It follows that g(C) is P-isomorphic to
B. Hence B, being P-isomorphic to a P-image of C, is in ~k' This is a contradiction with
the fact that A has no restriction in ~k'
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.
III. CONSEQUENCES AND EXAMPLES
1. RESTRICTION-MINIMAL MATROIDS FOR THE CRITICAL NUMBER
Let M be a loopless matroid representable over a finite field P and let k ~ 2; M will
be said to be crk-restriction-minimal whenever cF(M) ~ k and for any proper restriction
M' of M, cF(M') < k; in this case M must be simple. Similarly a P-matrix A over P will
be said to be c-k-restriction-minimal whenever A is in C€k but no proper restriction of A
is in C€k. Clearly the loopless matroid M representable over P is crk-restriction-minimal
if and only if some (equivalently every) representation of Mover P is c-k-restriction-
minimal.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.
PROPOSITION 6. Every c-k-restriction-minimal P-matrix is in ~k'
2. A SIMPLE CASE
A P-matrix over GP(2) will be called a circuit if its family of columns is a minimal
dependent family of vectors; the circuit is odd when it has an odd number of columns.
It is easy to see that the property of having an odd circuit as a restriction (defined for
P-matrices over GP(2)) is invariant under P-isomorphism, P-image and Hajos sum. Since
a complete (2 x m )-P-matrix is an odd circuit (m = 3) we conclude that every P-matrix in
~z has an odd circuit as a restriction. Moreover it is easy to show that every odd circuit
is in ~z.
It follows that a P-matrix over GP(2) is c-2-restriction-minimal iff it is an odd circuit.
This result already appears in [8]; it is equivalent to the following: a binary matroid has
critical number 1 over GP(2) iff all its circuits are even. Note that this last result is a
generalization of the well known Konig's characterization of bipartite graphs; different
proofs have been presented [3, 10].
3. EXAMPLES
To conclude this paper we present two examples in which we use the classical
representation of matrices and linear mappings.
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(a) The field F is GF(3). The following P-matrix A :
A~[~ 1 1 0 0 0 JJ1 -1 1 0 00 0 0 1 10 0 1 0 1
o OJ1 -1
-1 O'
o 1
o
o
1
-1
-1
o
o
1
- 1
1
o
o
o
- 1
1
o
is an Hajos sum of two complete (2 x 4)-P-matrices.
-1 0 OJ
-1 0 1
-1 1 i rThen the matrix product BA
o -1 1
Any simplification of BA (delete the second column or dele te the sixth column ) is a
P -image of A and hence is in !?ll2 ; it is at the same time an incidence matrix of a complete
directed simple graph on four vertices .
(b) The field F is GF(2). The following P-matrix A:"
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
A= 0 0 1 1 1 1 00 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
is an Hajos sum of two complete (3 x 7)-P-matrices.
1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
LetB= 0 0 1 0 0 1 . The matrix product BA has no
1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1
zero column and it is easy to see that any simplification C of BA is an incidence matrix
of the complete simple graph on five vertices; by construction, C is in !?ll3 as a P-image
of A.
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